
“Guidelines to Hiring International Legal Firms for Philanthropic Foundation” 

When hiring international legal firms for a philanthropic foundation, here are some guidelines to 
consider:


1. Expertise and Specialization: Look for legal firms with expertise in philanthropy and non-
profit law. They should have experience working with similar organizations and understanding 
of the legal frameworks and regulations in the countries where your foundation operates.


2. Reputation and Track Record: Research the reputation and track record of the legal firms 
you are considering. Look for testimonials, reviews, and case studies to evaluate their 
performance and success in handling philanthropic matters.


3. Global Reach: Ensure that the legal firm has a global reach and can provide services in the 
countries where your foundation operates or plans to expand. International experience and 
familiarity with diverse legal systems can be valuable.


4. Compliance and Governance: Verify that the legal firms have a strong understanding of 
compliance and governance requirements for philanthropic organizations. They should be able 
to help your foundation navigate legal complexities, ensure transparency, and meet regulatory 
obligations.


5. Cultural Sensitivity: International legal firms should exhibit cultural sensitivity and an 
understanding of local customs and norms. This is important for effective communication, 
collaboration, and navigating legal intricacies in different jurisdictions.


6. Cost and Budget: Consider the fees and costs associated with hiring international legal 
firms. Request detailed proposals and compare them to determine the most suitable option 
within your foundation's budget.


7. Communication and Responsiveness: Assess the firm's communication practices and 
responsiveness. It is crucial to have clear channels of communication, prompt responses, and 
regular updates on legal matters affecting your foundation.


8. References and Referrals: Seek references or referrals from other philanthropic 
foundations or trusted contacts who have worked with international legal firms. Their 
experiences and insights can help you make an informed decision.


Remember, these guidelines are meant to assist you in the selection process, but it's important 
to conduct thorough due diligence and consider your foundation's specific needs before 
making a final decision.


